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I. INTRODUCTION

Network-on-chip (NoC) promises better scalability and
power efficiency compared to traditional on-chip intercon-
nects. But in order to fully exploit the benefits offered
by the new paradigm, especially as the number of cores
in the network increases, challenging resource management
questions need to be addressed. Of particular interest and
the subject of our study is the question of how to map
applications to processors (network nodes) in a NoC so as
to minimize the dynamic power consumption of the NoC.

II. PROBLEM SETUP

More specifically, we assume that each application con-
sists of multiple parallel tasks, which communicate in a mes-
sage passing fashion through an on-chip network. Each com-
munication flow has a throughput requirement associated
with it, which specifies how often a packet is sent between
the corresponding source-destination pair in the network.
The goal is to determine a mapping of application tasks to
network nodes in a way that minimizes the communication
energy while maintaining performance. We call this a “task
mapping” problem.

We will use the following assumptions and notations. The
NoC is assumed to have sufficient capacity to handle the
applications that will be mapped to it assuming minimal
routing. Minimal routing is assumed because it is commonly
used and delivers good performance given enough capacity.
Thus, we are left with the problem of mapping commu-
nicating tasks to processors to minimize dynamic power
consumption. Suppose that there are V nodes in the NoC and
that there are N tasks to be mapped for a given application.
We also assume that N ≤ V , as we are interested in the
mapping aspect of the problem and not scheduling. Let A
be the communication task graph of an application where
A(i, j) represents the communication rate from task i to task
j. We will use B(i, j) to represent the manhattan distance
between node i and node j of the NoC. We want to minimize
the communication cost, which given our assumptions, can
be calculated as,

Cost =
∑
i,j

A(i, j)B(p(i), p(j)) (1)

where p(i), p(j) are the processors to which tasks i and j
are mapped. The idea is that minimizing communication cost

represents a task

Figure 1: Quadrisection Method

translates to minimizing dynamic power and leads to better
energy-efficiency.

Unfortunately, the task mapping problem is exactly the
quadratic assignment problem which is not only NP-Hard
but also difficult to approximate well in general [1]. How-
ever, for the special case of networks-on-chip, given the
importance of the problem, multiple heuristic schemes have
been developed for task mapping. We compare our work to
three of these schemes NMAP [4], BMAP [5] and bisection
[6] as we feel that they are representative of the ideas that
are commonly used to tackle this problem in NoCs. We were
motivated by the insight that mapping onto a NoC, partic-
ularly, one with a regular topology like the mesh topology,
is a two-dimensional problem and should be approached as
such. Unsurprisingly, a two-dimensional mapping approach
had already been studied for VLSI layout [7]. While we
adopt a similar approach, we also take advantage of the fact
that we are mapping discrete tasks to individual processors
to further refine the algorithm.

III. QUADRISECTION

As shown in Figure 1, the idea is to divide the tasks
into four groups of the same size and map the groups
to four smaller mesh networks (obtained by bisecting the
original mesh network horizontally and vertically) in an
attempt to minimize the communication crossing between
the groups. We repeat this procedure recursively till the
mapping problem becomes small enough to apply exhaustive
search. We use the Fiduccia-Matthyses algorithm [3] to
assign the tasks to each group. Given an initial assignment of
the tasks to four groups, the Fiduccia-Matthyses algorithm
moves one task at a time from one group to another in order
to minimize the communication cost. To prevent infinite
loops, once a task is moved, it is locked and cannot be moved
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(a) Total Communication Cost (Normalized
to Quadrisection)
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Figure 2: Evaluation results

again until the next iteration. At each iteration, for each task
group that is further divided into sub-task groups, we take
advantage of the discrete nature of our problem to perform
exhaustive search in order to determine sub-task group to
mesh assignments that minimize the communication cost to
the other task groups. The high-level description of the core
of the quadrisection algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.
In the algorithm, Mi refers to the coordinates that determine
a mesh, Si refers to a task group and AssignLoc is used to
assign sub-task groups to ‘good’ mesh locations with respect
to external task groups.

Algorithm 1 Quadrisection(V, A)
Input: V,A

map← [(0, 0), . . . , (0, 0)] . Initialize map
map←RECURSIVEMAP(M,S,A,map) . Compute map
procedure RECURSIVEMAP(M,S,A,map)

if M is a 2× 2 mesh then
. Do exhaustive search for 2× 2 mesh & AssignLoc
map(S1, S2, S3, S4)

else
(M1,M2,M3,M4, S1, S2, S3, S4)← FM(M,S,A)

&AssignLoc
. Use Fiduccia-Matthyses to obtain sub-task groups
. Use AssignLoc to determine mesh assignments

For each i = 1, 2, 3, 4 do
RECURSIVEMAP(Mi, Si, A,map)

. Do the mapping for each smaller mesh recursively
end for

end if
end procedure

IV. EVALUATION

The numerical evaluation was performed for synthetically
generated random traffic patterns as well as for common
benchmark patterns (Table I). As evident from Figure 2a,
Quadrisection performed noticeably better than the other
algorithms on almost all synthetic traffic patterns. Figure
2b shows that quadrisection outperformed again for the
benchmark traffic patterns, coming very close to the optimal
value for the cases for which we were able to calculate

Table I: Benchmarks

Benchmark # of tasks # of flows mesh size
DSP 6 8 4× 4

MWD 12 13 4× 4
MPEG4 12 26 4× 4
VOPD 16 21 4× 4

Ericsson Radio 15 26 4× 4
A/V [2] 21 33 8× 8

it. The benchmarks were also simulated using Darsim and
the dynamic power evaluated using the power models from
Orion 2. The results shown in Figure 2c were found to mirror
our numerical predictions (Figure 2b). It should also be
noted, particularly for online mapping tasks, that the runtime
of these algorithms plays an important role in their selection.
Promisingly, on average, quadrisection and bisection took
on the order of 0.06 seconds like BMAP while NMAP took
around 3.3 seconds. As can be seen from our evaluations,
Quadrisection generates very good mappings quickly and
should be a useful addition to the NoC designer’s toolkit.
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